
IB English III 

Summer Reading Assignment 

Don’t Let’s Go To the Dogs Tonight by Alexandra Fuller 

1. Read the section entitled “My Africa” on pages 305 to 308.  Also, research the history of Zimbabwe to

aide in your understanding of the circumstances presented in the text.

2. Read Don’t Let’s Go To The Dogs Tonight by Alexandra Fuller and complete the double entry journal

assignment below.

Double-Entry Journal Format: Please, purchase a composition book for this assignment. 

 The paper should be divided in half vertically.  Simply draw a line if you wish.

 On one side you will write at least ten quotes from the text.  Each quote should be at least two lines

and no more than one short paragraph, fully written out and cited with the page number.  The 

quotes should be chosen because you believe that they represent some key point about a theme or 

purpose.    

 The other side should contain your commentary.  Here are some ideas for commentary.

 Any observations of rhetorical appeals and strategies (ethical, emotional, logical, etc.). What is the

writer’s social, political, or personal agenda/purpose?  What is the rhetorical situation? 

 Any observations about the form/structure.  Why is it structured this way, and what is her intent?

 Any observations about her point of view, perspective, and intention towards the audience.

 Any unfamiliar or unusual use of language.  Why did the writer use this word?

 Any analysis regarding tone, and what it indicates about the author’s attitude toward the subject.

 Any interpretation or analysis of significant imagery, symbolism, or metaphors

 Any Themes or Motifs such as:

  Anti-colonialism, Sibling rivalry/angst, Emotional bond with a continent, Consequence of 

disaster, Political conflict, Racial conflict, Tragedy of life, Hardship of poverty, Coming of age, 

Power of love, Pain of grief, Path of violence, Struggle for survival, Domestic tumult, Humorous 

perspective,  

  Bond with a continent, Complications of / caused by nature, Imposition of danger  

Note:  There needs to be clear evidence that you’ve read the entire book, so your chosen quotes should 

span the entire memoir.  Do not simply restate the meaning of the quote in your own words—this is 

your opportunity to interact with the language and the ideas of the author at a critical level.  We will use 

the journal entries in class.  You will be evaluated on the quantity, variety, quality, and language of your 

entries.  

If you have any questions, please contact me at deanna.dowling@allenisd.org 
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